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The Doomsday Glacier Is Collapsing…Who Is Most at Risk?
1.2M views • 11 months ago

Sea level rise is a problem that is garnishing increasing attention among both scientists and the media. And as climate change ...
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12:51

How the 'Doomsday Glacier' Could Change the World
6.1K views • 1 month ago

The Thwaites Glacier, an ice formation the size of Florida, can change the world. And the latest research shows that some of its ...
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6:09

Antarctica's 'doomsday glacier' is in trouble | WION Climate Tracker
69K views • 1 month ago

The thwaites glacier in Antarctica, nicknamed the doomsday glacier is on the edge as warm water from the ocean has seeped into ...

7:39

‘Doomsday Glacier’: Experts Raise Alarms About Cracking Antarctic Ice Shelf
838K views • 1 year ago

About: MSNBC is the premier destination for in-depth analysis of daily headlines, insightful political commentary and informed ...

7:09

Antarctica's 'Doomsday Glacier' is in trouble, scientists say
131K views • 1 month ago

A collapse of Thwaites or any of the nearby large glaciers nearby would almost certainly cause measurable sea level rise.
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Robot documents forces eroding Doomsday Glacier
59K views • 1 month ago

(15 Feb 2023) A pencil-shaped robot is giving scientists their `rst look at the forces eating away at the Thwaites glacier in ...

1:58

What Happens If The Doomsday Glacier Collapses?! (MUST SEE!)
3.4K views • 3 months ago

What will happen if the Doomsday Glacier Collapses? It will have huge consequences! The glacier on Antarctica is melting ...

7:34

Antarctica's DOOMSDAY Glacier is MELTING And Scientists Are TERRIFIED!
3K views • 1 month ago

Antarctica's DOOMSDAY Glacier is MELTING And Scientists Are TERRIFIED! This YouTube video explores the ominous ...

Antarctica melting: Journey to the 'doomsday glacier' - BBC News
505K views • 3 years ago

Glaciologists have described Thwaites Glacier as the "most important" glacier in the world, the "riskiest" glacier, even the ...

Antarctica : What happens if the 'Doomsday' Glacier collapses?
868K views • 3 years ago

Antarctica is home to some of the world's largest ice sheets and glaciers. They existed in a stable equilibrium of ebb and iow for ...

Fun Facts about Flakes Glacier | Antarctic Circumpolar Current | Air Temperature Rising 3 moments

Doomsday Glacier Is "In
Trouble" #shorts
36K views

Scientists Are Very Worried
About Antarctica's Doomsd…
Glacier #Shorts #Climate
#Doomsday
15K views

Scientists have Pnally gotten
their Prst up-close look at…
Antarctica’s “Doomsday
Glacier.”
6.3K views

Glacier collapse
190K views

What if the Doomsday Glacier
collapses? | #Antarctica |…
#Discover | Discovery
Channel #shorts
6.5K views
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4.3K views

The 'Doomsday Glacier,' Explained #Shorts
49K views • 1 year ago

For more science and environmental news, subscribe to NowThis News. #ThwaitesGlacier #ClimateChange #Environment ...

The Doomsday Glacier | Antarctica's Ticking Time Bomb
129K views • 8 months ago

In Western Antarctica along the Amundsen Sea lies the Thwaites Glacier, one of the largest glaciers on the continent. From a ...

Antarctica’s Thwaites Glacier is much more Precarious than we thought due to
Basil Crevice Melt
6.7K views • 1 month ago

The West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) Achilles Keel is Thwaites Glacier, or the so-called Doomsday Glacier. When it goes, global ...

4:44  ... there's been a lot of Articles today in the Press about the Doomsday Glacier is melting rapidly in unexpected ways scientists…

Why scientists are so worried about this glacier
5.7M views • 2 years ago

It's at the heart of Antarctica and on the verge of collapse. Subscribe and turn on noti`cations so you don't miss any videos: ...
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Thwaites Glacier 4 chapters

Doomsday Glacier 2021: Thwaites Glacier Collapse Could Provoke ‘Don’t Look Up’
Level Disaster
26K views • 1 year ago

HOKKAIDO, JAPAN — After last week's news about the potential Thwaites Glacier collapse, scientists now say Antarctic ice sheet ...

Scientists have `nally gotten their `rst up-close look at Antarctica’s “Doomsday
Glacier.”
6.3K views • 1 month ago

Scientists got their `rst up-close look at what's eating away part of Antarctica's Thwaites ice shelf, nicknamed the Doomsday ...

Researchers send robot to investigate Thwaites Glacier melt
10K views • 1 month ago

An international team of researchers piloted an underwater robot to investigate the extent of melt experienced by the Thwaites ...

Why Are Scientists So Worried About the Doomsday Glacier? | Unveiled
273K views • 1 year ago

0:00 Intro 0:43 The Doomsday Glacier 2:59 The 2022 Investigation 5:16 Other Glaciers of Concern 7:03 Conclusions ...
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Intro | The Doomsday Glacier | The 2022 Investigation | Other Glaciers of Concern | Conclusions 5 chapters

INCREDIBLE COLLAPSE TRIGGERED BY GLACIER CALVING | South America, Chile
13M views • 4 months ago

An incredibly large chunk of the Grey Glacier's ice-sheet breaks off and iips over in a spectacular way in Southern Patagonia, ...

4K

Study Finds Doomsday Glacier Shrinking Faster Than Expected
35K views • 6 months ago

Scientists say the global sea level could increase several feet if it collapses and put coastlines at risk of destruction. #doomsday ...
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Doomsday Glacier | How Can We Reverse This | Patagonia Giving Away 3 Billion 3 chapters
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